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French Connections of Jacques Derrida Wolfreys Book Buy Now. 1 Apr 1999. Available in: Hardcover. The French Connections of Jacques Derrida offers stimulating and accessible essays that address, for the first time, the relationship between the work of Jacques Derrida and John Dewey in the field of philosophical writing. Dewey's ideas of pragmatic thought intersect with Derrida's deconstruction of traditional concepts of language and meaning, leading to a unique dialogue between these two major philosophical figures. The essays in this collection explore themes such as the nature of language, the role of writing, and the implications of Derrida's work for contemporary philosophy and beyond. With contributions from scholars and thinkers from diverse fields, this volume provides a comprehensive overview of the connections between Derrida and Dewey, offering insights into the richness of their thought and its ongoing relevance in today's intellectual landscape.